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Investigating the Impact of Imprecise Computation
in Memristive Memory Arrays on the Classification

Performance of Deep Fully Connected
Neural Networks

Étude de l’impact de calcul imprécis dans les
matrices de mémoire d’un système de memristors
sur la classification de performance des réseaux

de neurones profonds entièrement connectés
Majid MohammadiRad and Omid Sojodishijani
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Abstract— Hardware implementation of deep neural networks (DNNs) using digital hardware accelerators
suffers from the inefficiency of the frequent transfer of network parameters from external memory, such as
dynamic random access memory (DRAM), to the processing unit. One attractive solution to this problem is to
replace the von Neumann architecture of digital systems with the concept called in-memory computation, where
the computations are performed with lower precision but inside the memory array that eliminates the need
to transfer the network parameters around. However, reducing the precision of computation can degrade the
performance of DNN. In this article, we study the effect of using imprecise circuits, such as analog vector-by-
matrix multipliers implemented with memristive crossbars, on the classification performance of fully connected
neural networks and show that how by increasing the capacity of the network, we can increase the tolerance
of the network to hardware defects.
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Résumé— La mise en oeuvre matérielle des réseaux de neurones profonds (DNNs) à l’aide d’accélérateurs
numériques souffre de l’inefficacité du transfert fréquent des paramètres réseau de la mémoire externe, tel que
la mémoire vive dynamique (DRAM), à l’unité de traitement. Une solution intéressante à ce problème consiste
à remplacer l’architecture des systèmes numériques de von Neumann avec le concept appelé calcul en mémoire,
où les calculs sont effectués avec moins de précision, mais à l’intérieur de la matrice de mémoire qui élimine le
besoin de transférer les paramètres du réseau ailleurs. Cependant, la réduction de la précision du calcul peut
dégrader les performances de DNN. Dans cet article, nous étudions l’effet de l’utilisation de circuits imprécis,
tels que des multiplicateurs analogiques vectoriels par matrice mis en œuvre avec des barres transversales de
memristors, sur les performances de classification des réseaux de neurones entièrement connectés et montrent
qu’en augmentant la capacité du réseau, nous pouvons augmenter la tolérance du réseau aux défauts matériels.
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Index Terms— Artificial neural networks, fully connected neural networks, in-memory computation, imprecise
computation, memristor.

I. INTRODUCTION24

DEEP neural networks (DNNs) are gaining more and25

more attention every day and, nowadays, can be found26

in so many applications, such as object detection [1], [2],27

autonomous driving [3], speech recognition [4], gaming [5],28

image recognition, and segmentation [6]. However, most29

of these applications depend on the computing power of30

cloud centers mainly because of the high computational31
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complexity of machine learning algorithms. Since using the 32

250-W graphics processing unit (GPU) on the Internet-of- 33

Things (IoT) device to deploy practical-size artificial intelli- 34

gence (AI) at the edge is not a feasible solution, there has been 35

a new wave of efforts in developing better and more efficient 36

hardware accelerators for DNN. Although some improvements 37

can be achieved through the complementary algorithms, such 38

as weight quantization [7] or network pruning [8], most 39

dramatic improvements are still needed to bring the power 40

consumption down to the level of IoT devices. Among the 41

possible solutions, neuromorphic computing systems devel- 42

oped to accelerate the execution of DNN algorithms have 43

demonstrated very promising performances in terms of power 44

and speed in recent years. These systems have recognized the 45

memory as the bottleneck of the von Neumann architecture in 46
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digital hardware and have tried to solve it through the concept47

called in-memory computation. In this concept, instead of48

moving the network parameters back and forth between the49

external memory and processing units, the network parameters50

are stored inside the memory of nonvolatile memory devices51

in analog form, and the same physical devices are used to52

perform the computations of the network. Although any type53

of nonvolatile memory devices can be used for this purpose,54

floating gate transistors and memristors are the most popular55

ones mainly because of their good analog behaviors and56

properties [9]–[13].57

Despite all the advantages, neuromorphic computing sys-58

tems have their drawbacks. The most important problem is the59

resolution of weights that can be stored in nonvolatile memory60

devices. Although reaching any weight precision in digital61

implementation is pretty much straightforward, the accuracy of62

weights stored in analog nonvolatile devices can barely reach63

6–8 bits. Reducing weight precision can degrade the functional64

performance of the network and impact the practicality of the65

neuromorphic systems. Neuromorphic computing is inspired66

by the biological concepts of human brain processing that has67

the potential to replace traditional von Neumann computing68

paradigms.69

In this article, we try to understand the effect of having70

imprecise weights on the performance of the neuromorphic71

system implementing an already trained DNN. For this pur-72

pose, we have selected the task of classifying the Modified73

National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST)74

(handwritten digit’s database) [14] and a two- and three-75

layer, fully connected neural networks as a base network76

architecture. We will demonstrate how the sensitivity of the77

network varies with the capacity of the network, which is78

proportional to the number of layers and the number of hidden79

neurons in each layer. We also show how imprecise weights80

differ from weight quantization that is happening in digital81

hardware. We hope this article can help network designers82

to pick a more robust and fault-tolerant architecture for the83

network, which, later, is going to be implemented with neuro-84

morphic hardware. This prior knowledge can almost guarantee85

achieving software-level performance when the network is86

imported to the hardware with imprecise weights. The rest of87

this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe88

the characteristics of the network that we will study its89

sensitivity to imprecise weights. We will also explain how the90

imprecise weights of neuromorphic hardware can be modeled91

and simulated in software. The results of sensitivity studies92

of multilayer, fully connected networks to noisy weights are93

presented in Section III. In Section IV, the impact of weight94

quantization on the classification performance of the MNIST95

classifier is presented and compared with the results obtained96

in Section III. Further discussions can be found in Sections V,97

and Section VI concludes this article.98

II. IN-MEMORY IMPLEMENTATION OF DEEP FULLY99

CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORKS WITH ARRAYS OF100

NONVOLATILE MEMORY DEVICES101

Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of the DNN consisting102

of layers of hidden neurons, wherein each the output layer of103

the previous layer is connected to the inputs of the hidden104

Fig. 1. High-level structure of the deep fully connected neural network
used in this article. The figure also shows how each layer of the network
can be implemented with an array of nonvolatile memory devices, such as
memristors, where the computation will happen inside these memories.

neurons in the next layer with a set of synaptic weights. 105

The output of each neuron in each layer would be a dot product 106

between its inputs and their corresponding synaptic weights 107

to which an optional activation function can be applied. As a 108

result, the outputs of hidden neurons in layer l can be written as 109

a vector-by-matrix multiplication (VMM) between the outputs 110

of hidden neurons in layer l − 1 multiplied by a matrix of 111

the network parameters connecting the neurons of layer l − 1 112

to l. To be more precise, for the architecture of Fig. 1, neuron 113

outputs can be written as 114

HJ = f

(
785∑
i=1

Ii × W1i j

)
∀J = 1, . . . , N1 (1a) 115

L J = f

(
N1∑
i=1

Hi × W2i j

)
∀J = 1, . . . , N2 (1b) 116

OJ = f

(
N2∑
i=1

Li × W3i j

)
∀J = 1, . . . , 10 (1c) 117

or in matrix form as 118

H = [
H1,, . . . , HN1

] = I × W1 (2a) 119

L = [
L1,, . . . , L N2

] = H × W2 (2b) 120

O = [
O1,, . . . , O10

] = L × W3 (2c) 121

where I = [I1, . . . I785] includes 28∗28 pixel values of 122

MNIST input images and the bias, and f (·) is an elemen- 123

twise activation function usually set to rectified linear unit 124

(ReLu). Therefore, as shown in the above-mentioned equation, 125

the main computation of deep fully connected neural networks 126

can be expressed as a simple operation of VMM. Although 127

the implementation of this operation with digital hardware, 128

such as the GPU, is very time consuming and power hungry 129

specially for large matrices, it has been shown that it can be 130

implemented with analog circuits with much higher efficiency 131

using the concept called in-memory computation [15]. 132

In this method, each matrix of the network parameters 133

is implemented with a single array of nonvolatile memory 134

devices, where the state of these devices is programed with 135

the parameters of the network representing that layer. Then, 136

the network inputs are directly applied to the programed mem- 137

ory arrays as voltage or current signals, and the array would 138

automatically perform the operation of VMM in analog based 139

on Kirchhof’s and Ohm’s laws. This in-memory computation 140

improves the efficiency of computation drastically, mainly 141
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Fig. 2. MNIST classification performance of the two-layer neural networks
as a function of weight precision in different layers of the network: regular
plot.

because no energy would be wasted for transferring network142

parameters around the chip.143

Unfortunately, this efficiency of analog in-memory com-144

putation comes with a drawback. Analog computations usu-145

ally have lower precision, which can degrade the functional146

performance of neural networks. In this article, we study147

this property of analog computations by first training a two-148

or three-layer, fully connected network on the MNIST and149

then measuring the degradation of classification performance150

caused by imprecise computation of analog circuits. The151

network considered for this article is similar to what is152

shown in Fig. 2 with ReLu activation functions and trained153

by cross-entropy minimization. For the sake of simplicity,154

in three-layer networks, we set N1 = N2. The main goal155

here is to understand how the sensitivity of the network to156

the imprecise computation of analog circuit changes with the157

size (by changing N1 or N2 or both) or depth of the network158

(two or three layers).159

III. EFFECT OF IMPRECISE WEIGHTS ON THE160

CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF DEEP161

FULLY CONNECTED NETWORKS162

In this section, the impact of having imprecise network163

parameters on the classification performance of the trained164

neural network is investigated. This is due to the fact that165

when implementing VMM operations inside the memory of166

nonvolatile memory devices, these devices need to be pro-167

gramed with the parameters of the trained network. However,168

due to the device-to-device variability and the existence of169

faulty devices, the process of importing network parameters170

to the array of nonvolatile memory devices are not perfect,171

which means that the parameters of the implemented network172

would be slightly different from those obtained in software173

simulation [16].174

To simulate the impact of imprecise weights on the classi-175

fication performance, we modified the following equations:176

H j = f

(
785∑
i=1

Ii × g(W1i j)

)
∀ j = 1, . . . , N1 (3a)177

L j = f

(
N1∑
i=1

Hi × g(W2i j)

)
∀ j = 1, . . . , N2 (3b) 178

O j = f

(
N2∑
i=1

Li × g(W3i j)

)
∀ j = 1, . . . , 10 (3c) 179

where g(·) is a weight degrading function that adds a random 180

but independent noise with normal distribution to each weight. 181

The amplitude of the added noise is always proportional to 182

the amplitude of the weight, as shown in experiments in [16]. 183

To be more specific, the g(·) function can be expressed as 184

follows: 185

g(w) = (
1 + α × N

(
μ = 0, σ 2 = 1

)) × w. (4) 186

Fig. 2 shows how the classification performance of the 187

two-layer, fully connected neural network with different sizes 188

gets degraded when network parameters get noisier (or less 189

accurate). To have more reliable results, each simulation is 190

repeated 100 times, and the average of the outcomes is 191

presented in Fig. 2. Moreover, the simulation is performed for 192

three different cases: 1) noise is only added to the weights of 193

the first layer (i.e., W1); 2) noise is only added to the weights 194

of the second layer (i.e., W2); and 3) noise is added to all the 195

weights in the networks (i.e., W1 and W2). 196

There are several important points that can be inferred from 197

the results presented in Fig. 2. First, the first layer of the 198

network despite having a larger number of parameters is more 199

sensitive to noisy weights. This can be about the fact that the 200

inaccurate computation of the first layer is propagating through 201

the second layer that can get worse. Second, increasing the 202

number of hidden neurons in both layers to 500 has not 203

helped the network to tolerate inaccurate parameters when 204

weights are degraded in both layers. We notice that this 205

has already happened because of the overheating problem 206

since, at these sizes, the capacity of the network is more 207

than enough compared with the complexity of the MNIST 208

classification problem. Finally, there seems to be a linear 209

relationship between the weight accuracy and the classification 210

performance in the log–log plot that can help the network 211

designers to predict the performance of the network in advance 212

based on the quality of the in-memory computing engines that 213

they are planning to implement in the hardware. 214

Fig. 3 shows the result of repeating the above study on 215

the three-layer, fully connected neural network. Similar to 216

two-layer networks, the tolerance of the network to impre- 217

cise weights increases by increasing the size and, therefore, 218

the capacity of the network. However, for very large networks, 219

it works only if the network is trained without occurring 220

overfitting. Finally, by comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it seems 221

that by increasing the depth of the network, the sensitivity 222

of the last layer of the classifier to inaccurate computations 223

gets lower and lower. 224

It should be noted that the corresponding simulations are 225

performed on a computer with a Core i5 CPU and an 226

8-Gb RAM. The elapsed time for training a network with two 227

hidden layers and a different number of neurons at each layer 228

is presented in Table I. 229
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TABLE I

ELAPSED TIME FOR TRAINING A NETWORK WITH TWO HIDDEN LAYERS

AND A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NEURONS AT EACH HIDDEN

LAYER (A CORE I5 CPU WITH 8-Gb RAM IS USED)

Fig. 3. MNIST classification performance of the three-layer neural networks
as a function of weight precision in different layers of the network: regular
plot.

IV. DIGITALLY QUANTIZED WEIGHTS VERSUS230

IMPRECISE ANALOG WEIGHTS231

Here, it should be noted that the imprecise weight in analog232

in-memory computing engines implemented by nonvolatile233

memory devices, such as memristor or floating gate transistor,234

is different from weight quantization. The difference is in235

the distribution of errors in the weight. Recent experimental236

demonstrations of analog processing modules have shown that237

the distribution of weight errors depends on the programming238

algorithm used for nonvolatile state programming, where, for239

the read-check-write algorithms, the distribution of error can240

be modeled with uniform or normal distribution, such as the241

one that we used in Section III. In this section, we will study242

the effect of weight quantization error on the classification243

performance of the network, so the reader can have a more244

comprehensive view of how he or she can compensate for the245

degradation in performance by properly adjusting the size of246

the network. Having this knowledge will also help the neural247

network designers to minimize the resources used to utilize the248

chip and its size accordingly based on the precision required.249

Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, show how the classification250

performance of a network trained to classify MNIST (hand-251

written digit’s database) data set will change as a function252

of the number of quantization bits used to quantize network253

parameters for two-layer and three-layer, fully connected net-254

works. Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate several interesting behaviors255

of the multilayer neural networks. First, unlike the case of256

noisy synaptic weights, the effect of weight quantization257

can be diminished by increasing the size and capacity of258

the network. In other words, larger networks are more tol-259

erant of coarsely quantized weights. Second, the last layer260

is pretty much insensitive to errors caused by quantization.261

However, even 3-bit quantization of weights in the first262

Fig. 4. MNIST classification performance as a function of weight quanti-
zation accuracy at different layers of the network: two-layer fully connected
networks.

Fig. 5. MNIST classification performance as a function of weight quantiza-
tion accuracy at different layers of the network: three-layer fully connected
networks.

layer can degrade the classification performance of small 263

networks. Third, adding more layers to the network does not 264

affect the sensitivity of prior layers to weight quantization. 265

Finally, unlike the effect of noisy weights in Fig. 5, different 266

layers have completed different sensitivity to quantization. 267

Hence, to have the most optimum hardware, one might con- 268

sider quantizing different layers with a different number of 269

bits. 270

V. DISCUSSION 271

The memristive neuromorphic architectures aim to reduce 272

the processing power, which allows integrating these archi- 273

tectures to the edge devices. The lower energy consumption 274

increases battery life, allows packing more computing hard- 275

ware modules, and also decreases the overall cost of com- 276

putation. The learning process in neuromorphic architectures 277

allows achieving faster processing time, but the most important 278

problem is the resolution of weights that can be stored in 279

nonvolatile memory devices. The accuracy of weights stored in 280

analog nonvolatile devices can barely reach 6–8 bits. Reducing 281

weight precision can degrade the functional performance of 282

the network and impact the practicality of the neuromorphic 283

systems. 284
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VI. CONCLUSION285

Memory bottlenecks are slowing down the deployment286

of real AI capabilities at the edge using digital hardware.287

To overcome this barrier, one solution is to use a so-called288

in-memory computation, where the main computation is hap-289

pening inside the array of nonvolatile memory elements that290

also store the parameters of neural networks. Storing network291

parameters in analog inside the memory array comes with292

the drawback of ending up having low-precision weights. In293

this article, we studied the effect of these imprecise weights294

on the classification performance of deep fully connected295

neural networks and compared that with the effect of weight296

quantization happening in digital implementation.297

One important takeaway from our study is that a larger298

network will have better tolerance to noisy weights only if the299

noisy weights are taken into account during the training phase.300

It should also be considered that, here, we studied the effect301

of imprecise weight on the performance of already trained302

networks. Therefore, the reader should understand that these303

are not the best performances that one might achieve with304

these types of hardware. The most appropriate way, however,305

would be to train the network from the beginning for noisy306

weights, so the network would use its existing capacity to307

become less sensitive to imprecise weights. Finally, we want308

to point out that the sensitivity of each network to imprecise309

weight depends on its architecture, size, the utilized activation310

functions, training procedure, the data set that is trained on,311

and many other factors. Thus, the conducted sensitivity study312

needs to be repeated for any individual network. The presented313

study investigating imprecise computation in memristor array314

but concluded with the effects of network size can be used as a315

basis to speed up the search for optimum network architecture.316
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